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Abstract: In the present scenario, Flexible Alternating Current 

Transmission (FACT) devices are broadly utilized as a part of the 

various power system. Because the application of FACTS 

technologies will increase attainable interferences in operational 

tasks of controllers. This paper describes the single machine 

infinite bus (SMIB) system, and to enhance the damping 

oscillation a new generation of FACT device such as Static 

Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) unit have been 

employed. The primary point of concern of the suggested method 

is better damping and overshoot reduction oscillation and by that 

enhancing the power oscillation damping. To tune the controller 

parameter effectively, Firefly Algorithm (FA) is applied. Both 

remote and local signals with related time delay are reflected in the 

model. MATLAB/SIMULINK software is used to analyses the 

SMIB with SSSC controller. The performance of the system is 

confirmed with changing parameter and diverse loading 

environments with delay. 

 
Index Terms: FA, FACT, MATLAB, SSSC, SMIB 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a bulk power system networks, the frequency of inter-area 

oscillation is increasing because of large alternate in load 

which gives rise to the instability of the machine. So these 

oscillations need to be stabilized as quickly as possible. With 

the employment of FACTs devices in the transmission line, 

the inter-area oscillations may be easily steadied accurately 

by employing damped controller[1]. SSSC, a prime FACT 

controller that executes in series with the power carrier to 

enrich the voltage profile. The fundamental target of the 

present work is an investigation of the cooperation between 

the SSSC and the SMIB. The distinct parameters of the lead-

lag controller of SSSC i.e. KS, T1S, T2S, T3S, and T4S are 

discovered out with the aid of using primarily firefly (FA) 

optimization method for local and remote signals in which 

objective function is to minimize the speed deviation. An 

estimation is made among the behavior of system response at 

different loading situations by taking local and remote signals 

as the input signal. Now a day’s modern advance high-

frequency switching devices presents the utilization of 

FACTs controller in the power system. Along these lines, in 

the operation of the FACTS control, it’s been verified that 

adjustable series compensation is very impressive instability 
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 and guiding line flow in the system. The Voltage Source 

Converter centered FACT compensator, referred to as static 

synchronous series compensator (SSSC) [1, 2]. SSSC give in 

essence reparation of line reactance by infusing the variable 

voltage in power transmission carrier. The potential of SSSC 

to perform in capacitive in addition to inductive type 

generalize it a very powerful in guiding the energy drift on 

the overall scheme. To die out the system oscillation, SSSC 

can be used with an extra stabilizing signal for controlling the 

power flow. SSSC can be used in various application likewise 

damp out the system oscillation, improve the system stability 

and frequency adjustment as found in few references. In this 

study, a different mode of operation and level of 

compensation is discussed. Recently, many researchers have 

been proposed and also implemented an unrealistic approach 

to construct FACTS oriented auxiliary damping 

compensating controller like PSO based algorithm, genetic 

algorithm, differential evolution, etc. Now the important 

things are to design a successful damping control to 

determine the input signal. When a power system is 

depending on disruption, the input signal must have the 

ability to take corrective measure actions. A considerable 

amount of literature has been published on the design of the 

damping controller which is based on remote or local signals, 

however, to the best of the author's knowledge, no report has 

been found so far using probable time delays because of the 

time constant and signal transmission delays[2].  

Prior power system stabilizer (PSS) on the generator 

excitation system has been utilized to enhance the damping. 

However, PSS is a must effective only for local modes of 

operation thus utilization of PSS for managing the damping 

of inert area oscillation is a major issue. Hence FACTS 

controllers are acquainted with enhancing the stability 

execution of the system structure. FACTS devices are 

fundamentally high power semiconductor advances and were 

instrumental in giving a quick response, better reliability and 

effective operation of the power system. It has numerous 

points of interest over the traditional strategies like more 

prominent control of power, secure stacking of transmission 

lines, aversion of falling blackouts and damping of power 

system oscillations. There are predominantly two sorts of 
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FACT controllers, such as series and shunt connection 

FACTs controllers. SSSC is a series connected FACTs 

device, whereas Static Var Compensator (SVC) referred to as 

a shunt connected device. An arrangement FACT device 

could be variable impedance, for example, passive 

compensating device or a high-speed switching founded 

flexible source of fundamental frequency, synchronous or 

harmonic frequency. An arrangement of FACT devices inject 

voltage to the line which is connected in series and the voltage 

and current are in phase quadrature, which will supply the 

variable reactive power. SSSC is a series compensation 

FACTS device which gives controllable voltage to the 

transmission line and it can work both capacitive and 

inductive regions. By increasing population, load demand 

also increases proportionally, different FACTS devices are 

designed to operate within a stability region of a system. To 

maintain the balance voltage by SSSC, FA optimizes 

damping controller is designed in this literature.   

In recent decades, the damping controller has been one of the 

major interesting research subjects due to the enhancement of 

the new generation of FACTs device, low-value 

communication device and different correspondence network 

creates it conceivable to furnish the governing station through 

the actual time signals from distant stations. Although, the 

utilization of incorporated controller encompasses of inputs 

that might come later with a specific time stay. Time delays 

have the ability of less damping highlights in the control 

system [3]. To fulfill details for the wide-zone control system, 

the outline of a controller ought to check this time delay with 

a specific end goal to give a controller that is strong, not just 

for the scope of working situations sought, additionally for 

the instability in delay. Nowadays there is a developing 

enthusiasm for planning the controllers within the sight of 

indeterminate time intervals. In perspective of the over, this 

literature examines the configuration of an SSSC oriented 

damping controller taking care of possible time delays. In this 

study, active power and speed deviation have been denoted 

as local and remote signal respectively. Further, the firefly 

algorithm is employed to tune the control parameter. In this 

design different disturbance and fault are addressed in the 

Simulink model to validate the strength of the proposed 

methodology. Additionally, a two control signal namely 

remote and local, has been applied to check the performance 

of the system with and without compensator. 

 

This article begins by introduction. Then, section II describes 

in detail the system under study. Subsequently in Section III 

pronounces the problem statement and proposed approach. 

Finally, Section IV analyses the results followed by the 

conclusion. 

 

II. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY  

This section provides a glimpse of the optimized SMIB model 

with SSSC drove damping controller as presented as Fig.1. 

This model comprises of a synchronous generator coupled to 

an infinite bus via boosting transformer and SSSC with a 

power carrier consist of two feeders [4]. The generator is well 

functions with mechanical devices like hydraulic turbine and 

generator (HTG), electrical control such as exciter, and power 

system stabilizer (PSS). The HTG involves a non-linear 

hydraulic turbine, PID controller based governing system and 

a servomotor. Similarly, the exciter comprises the voltage-

regulator with a regulated DC voltage which is not a function 

of exciter saturation. T/F symbolizes the transformer; the 

generator end and infinite bus supply are expressed as VS   

and VR; V1 and V2 are the bus voltages; 𝑉𝐷𝐶 denoted the DC 

voltage source, 𝑉𝑐𝑛𝑣 represents the voltage across SSSC; the 

line current is I; the total real power flow is numbered as 𝑃𝐿  

and 𝑃𝐿1  is the power flow in one of the transmission line.  

SSSC is referred to a compensating FACT device which is 

attached with the line in series which contains a high-

frequency voltage source inverter offers a controllable 

voltage (Vq) of adjustable magnitude to the transmission line. 

The voltage which is injected should be phase quadrature 

with respect to the current. In addition to this, the inverter loss 

is due to the fact that the voltage is in-phase with the line and 

is a small fraction of injected voltage. The angle between the 

voltage and current can change the reactive power either is 

inductive or capacitive, or generally called as lagging and 

leading. Hence, by varying the magnitude as well as polarity, 

reactive power compensation can be done. The VSC which 

deliver ac voltage taken since DC voltage providing device 

utilizes the force commutated high-frequency electronics 

devices. A DC coupled capacitor connected to the VSC 

worked as a DC voltage source. A fraction of active power 

compensate the VSC losses and charging the capacitor. In this 

proposed approach, IGBT based PWM inverter is taken. 

 

 
Fig.1. Single-line diagram of SSSC based SMIB  

 

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH   

A. SSSC MODELLING 

The block diagram of the SSSC is shown in Fig.2. It 

comprises the two-stage lead-lag compensator, washout with 

delay. This device is particularly used for mitigating the 

power system oscillation. It is very simple construction and 

can be easily optimized [4]. As the time gap block is present 

in the L-L controller input signal, the time delay is offered. 

For two input signals such Local and Remote input, for local 

input signal sensor constant is associated with it and for 

remote input signals, both signal transmission delay and 

sensor time constant is associated. In this design, washout 

block can be introduced by way of a high-pass filter and 

provide sufficiently large to permit signals with oscillations 

in input signals to permit unaltered. Practically the transient 

Free State power flow move very steadily and therefore Vref is 

thought to be constant irrespective of disturbance event. By 

changing the value of injected voltage in SSSC compensation 

can be made, that is delivered 

to Vq ref[5]. 
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Fig.2. SSSC block diagram 

 

The washout time constants TW is pre-defined in Lag-Lead 

controller and taken as 10s for our study[7].The primary point 

of interest is to find out the controller gain KS and the time 

constants T1S, T2S, T3S and T4S.in dynamic condition, the 

effective Vq can be represented by  

∆Vq =Vqref +Vq                                                              (1) 

∆Vq and Vqref are constant in steady state condition. During 

the design of controller, more emphasis should be given to 

the suitable input signal as it provides appropriate control 

action when disturbances follow the power system. Local, as 

well as the remote signal, can be used as control. To make the 

system robust and reduction of cost in communication, it is 

recommended that the input the signal must be locally 

measurable. Although, the local control signal is easily 

available and may not contain expected system oscillation 

mode these signals are not greatly controllable and 

observable compared to wide area signals. As far as 

communication is concerned, global positioning and an 

optical fibre based system, the wide-area measurement 

approach can easily accommodate for phasor measurement 

with time stamping data which make it a favourable control 

input. Nowadays due to the advancement of technology time 

delays are restricted to 50 ms even in the worst case scenario 

in dedicated communication. To choose the input signals for 

the power system fluctuation to attenuate SSSC based 

compensate block, all parameters of SMIB such as active 

power, reactive power, current and voltage magnitudes must 

be considered. However, the active power, and magnitude of 

current has taken as local signal. Whereas, rotor angle, and 

speed deviation has taken as remote signal. SVC controller 

based SMIB system with local and remote signal has been 

demonstrated in [8]. In this study, the SSSC based SMIB 

system has been studied. The objective function: Integral time 

absolute error has been taken in this article. Further 

observation, time-constant of the sensor as 15ms and signal 

transmission delay of 50ms considered. The objective 

function J is given by   

0

. .
simt t

t

J t dt

=

=

=                                                    (2)  

Where,    and simt   denote as speed deviation and 

simulation time respectively. 

 

Time domain simulation period of the power structure is 

chosen [9] for the objective function calculation. The primary 

aim is to minimalize the objective function with certain 

restrictions to improve the system performances with respect 

to the settling time and overshoot. The constraints of the 

objective formulation are the controller time bound. 

So the optimizing problem looks like as: 

min max

s s

min max

1s 1s 1s

min max

2s 2s 2s

min max

3s 3s 3s

min max

4s 1s 4s

Minimize

Subject to  K K K

T T T

T T T

T T T

T T T

s

J

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Detailed Simulink Model 

 
 

Optimizing a control variable can be regarded as multimodal 

space optimization a number of sites of the controller can give 

rise to enhanced performances [10]. Traditional optimization 

algorithm has limited ability to tune the parameter effectively 

and efficiently. The recent advancement of modern heuristics 

optimizing approach, the tuning method is well followed by 

the distinct objective function with a time response analysis. 

However, the above method gives optimal value of controller 

parameter which brings the system from unstable to stable 

manner.  

IV. FIREFLY ALGORITHM (FA) 

Enhanced metaheuristic based adaptive Firefly algorithm 

(FA) is prescribed for the optimization of the proposed 

controller parameter. The firefly algorithm is a partial 

searched population-based optimization proposed by Xin -

She Yang and influenced by the shining nature of fireflies 

[11]. They are recognized by their shining light portrayed by 

their biochemical reaction called bioluminescence. The 

shining light is represented as a primary signal to attract other 

flies for coupling. It depends on the three distinct assumed 

attributes present in the algorithm. 

(a) All fireflies are cross sexual. Hence every unique firefly 

will be fascinated towards all other fireflies 

(b) The engaging quality proportional to the light intensity. 

The lesser intensity one will be pulled by (and thus moves 

towards) the more intensity emitted firefly but the shines 

(virtual brightness) will reduce as the mutual separation 

increases. 

(c) If there are no other bright fireflies than the present one, it 

will spin arbitrarily and the objective function which is linked 

with brightness should be 

enhanced. 
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Before going to further, two important characteristics should 

be addressed, that is the variety of light intensity (I0) and the 

detailing of attractiveness (β0). 
-γr

0I(r)=I e
                                                     (3)                                                                                          

Where   I0 and r are the original light intensity and light 

absorption coefficient.  

However, the light intensity is directly linked with the 

attractiveness of adjoining fireflies. So the attractiveness of 

fireflies is formulated as: 
2-γr

0β=β e
                                                           (4)                                                                         

Here, β0 is denoted as initial attractiveness when r = 0.  

The mutual separation among two fireflies and is 

characterized as Euclidian separation of the base firefly and 

calculated as:  

k=n
2

ij i j ik jk

k=1

r = s -s = (s -s )
               (5)                                                  

Here, n deals with the length of the algorithm. 

The generation of ith firefly is attracted another brighter firefly 

and the production of new generation consists of three 

characteristics parameter namely: the current location of ith 

firefly, order of seduces in another brighter firefly and a 

random distance packaged by randomization number α   and 

abnormal formulation quantity εi ranges [0; 1].  
2
ij-γr

i i 0 i j is =s +β e (s -s )+αε
                      (6) 

FA can be varied by three characters: the randomization 

parameter, the attractiveness and the absorption coefficient. 

The expected values of these parameter are in the range of 0 

to 1. The quality and quantity of super function 

multidirectional firefly can be designed by well-planned 

execution with less computational complexities[12].   

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The model of SSSC based SMIB has been designed through 

MATLAB/ Simulink environment. Further, FA is employed 

to tune the optimal parameter of the SSSC, to enhance the 

system performances. The Fig.4 portrays the speed deviation 

of the proposed system with no loading and heavy loading. 

Additionally, the comparison has been made with SSSC and 

FA-C SSSC controller. It is noted that using FA-SSSC gives 

better performance such as low settling time. 

 

 

 
Fig .4(a). Speed variation with different optimizing method (No 

loading) 

 
 Fig .4(b). Speed variation with different optimizing method 

(Heavy loading) 

 

Fig.5 demonstrations the speed deviation with local signal 

and remote signal. It reveals that using a remote signal, the 

performance of the system has been improved dramatically.  

Furthermore, a remote signal with a delay has been tested and 

verified in Fig.6. 

 
             Fig.5. Speed variation with different signal 

 
Fig. 6(a). Speed variation with delay  

 

 
Fig. 6(b). Speed variation with delay 

Fig. 7. Power flow response with loading 

 

Finally, the power flow of the SMIN system has been 

presented with no control, SSSC and FA-SSSC are shown in 

Fig.7. From the response, it is clear that the suggested 

algorithm gives improved performance with respect to only 

SSSC.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

This study set out to determine the enhancement of power 

system oscillation with the employment of SSSC controller 

in SMIB system. The contribution of this study has been to 

confirm the improved performance layout with different 

signal input and delay as well. Additionally, firefly algorithm 

is applied to further enhancement of performance indexes 

such as speed deviation, and power flow. Taken together, 

these findings suggest a role for SSSC in promoting SMIB 

with a better response.  
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